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(54) Vehicle-mounted surveillance device

(57) A vehicle-mounted surveillance device which in-
cludes at least one camera (12) and a device body (11)
equipped with a clock (13a), wherein an image taken by
the camera (12) is electrically converted into image data,
time data is generated based on a time obtained by the
clock (13a) and then embedded in the image data so that
record data is generated and sequentially recorded on
an external recording medium (15), the device further
including a time correction unit (13b) which is located on
the device body (11) and includes a time signal receiving
circuit (14a) which receives a radio wave embedded with
time information, the time correction unit (13b) automat-
ically correcting the time of the clock (13a) based on the
periodically received time information.
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Description

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a vehicle-
mounted surveillance device which records driving infor-
mation as a drive recorder during driving of a vehicle such
as an automobile and further records status inside and
outside the vehicle as a surveillance camera during park-
ing of the vehicle.
[0002] A drive recorder has conventionally been
known as a device that records driving information about
an automobile. The drive recorder comprises a camera
for taking an image, which image is electrically converted
into image data. The image data is temporarily recorded
on a cache memory or the like. When an impact larger
than a predetermined threshold is detected by an accel-
eration sensor, image data recorded immediately before
and immediately after the impact is extracted from the
temporarily recorded image data, being stored on an ex-
ternal storage medium such as a hard disk.
[0003] When the number of frames of the taken image
per second is reduced, the image taken by the camera
can be recorded as a still image that is advanced frame-
by-frame. On the other hand, the taken image can be
recorded as a moving image when the number of frames
of the taken image is increased.
[0004] Japanese Patent Application Publication JP-A-
2008-033846 discloses a driving information recording
device which obtains location information and clock time
information with respect to a vehicle from a GPS (Global
Positioning System) device of car navigation system. The
driving information recording device adds the obtained
location information and clock time information to an im-
age taken by a camera in conjunction with the GPS de-
vice, thereby generating image data.
[0005] Image data transmitted to the center to be
stored is checked against the image data stored on the
external storage device in order that whether falsification
of image data has been carried out may be found. In the
conventional drive recorders, however, the external stor-
age device stores image data recorded for only several
seconds immediately before and immediately after the
impact on the vehicle body exceeds a threshold. Accord-
ingly, there is a possibility that information necessary for
resolution of more detailed cause of an accident, for ex-
ample, how long a vehicle winded the road before occur-
rence of the accident, etc.
[0006] Furthermore, the conventional drive recorders
store intermittent record for several seconds before and
after an accident. Since clock time information added to
the record is recorded by clocks incorporated in respec-
tive drive recorders, the occurrence time of an accident
recorded differs on each drive recorder. As a result, the
drive recorder is hard to accept as evidence.
[0007] In view of the aforementioned problem, the fore-
going driving information recording device configured to
be operated in conjunction with the car navigation system
uses a time code superimposed on a GPS signal in order
that several GPS or NAVSTER satellites may be syn-

chronized with each other, with the result that the time
recorded by the center is synchronized with the time of
each driving information recording device. However, the
clock time information of the GPS signal transmitted from
a GPS satellite cannot sometimes be received. Further-
more, since the GPS signal is transmitted from a satellite
located several thousand kilometers above, the clock
time information reaches with delay, whereupon the clock
time information is not an accurate standard time.
[0008] Furthermore, in order that the drive recorder
may be operated in conjunction with a car navigation sys-
tem, the drive recorder needs to be analyzed whether
programs installed in the drive recorder and the car nav-
igation system correspond to each other. This needs to
be done for every one of car navigation systems of each
manufacturer. Accordingly, analyzing compatibility of the
drive recorder with the car navigation system is trouble-
some when a vehicle is furnished with a separate drive
recorder.
[0009] Therefore, an object of the present disclosure
is to provide a vehicle-mounted surveillance device which
has a simpler arrangement and can easily mounted on
the vehicle.
[0010] According to one aspect of the present disclo-
sure, there is provided a vehicle-mounted surveillance
device which includes at least one camera and a device
body provided with a clock, wherein an image taken by
the camera is electrically converted thereby to be formed
into image data, and time data is generated based on a
time obtained by the clock and then embedded in the
image data so that record data is generated and sequen-
tially recorded on an external recording medium, the de-
vice further comprising a time correction unit which is
provided on the device body and includes a time receiving
circuit which receives a radio wave embedded with time
information, the time correction unit automatically cor-
recting the time of the clock based on the periodically
received time information.
[0011] The invention will be described, merely by way
of example, with reference to the accompanying draw-
ings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram showing an elec-
trical arrangement of the vehicle-mounted surveil-
lance device according to one embodiment;
FIG. 2A is a schematic plan view in the case of use
of four surveillance devices;
FIG. 2B is a schematic illustration showing an exam-
ple of installation of the surveillance devices as
viewed from outside the vehicle;
FIG. 2C is a schematic illustration showing the ex-
ample of installation of the surveillance devices as
viewed in the car interior;
FIG. 3 is a schematic illustration showing an example
of installation of the surveillance device together with
a convex mirror; and
FIG. 4 is a schematic block diagram showing a con-
figuration of a folder formed in an external storage
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medium of the surveillance device.

[0012] One embodiment will be described with refer-
ence to the accompanying drawings. Referring to FIG.
1, an electrical arrangement of the vehicle-mounted sur-
veillance device 10 according to the embodiment is sche-
matically shown. The surveillance device 10 is mounted
on a car, for example and includes a device body 11 and
a camera 12.
[0013] The device body 11 comprises a control circuit
13, a receiving circuit 14, an external recording medium
15, a battery 16, an impact sensor 17 and an input unit
18 provided with a switch. The camera 12 comprises a
lens 20, an imaging device 21 further comprising a CCD
or CMOS, an encoder 22 and an antenna 23.
[0014] The control circuit 13 is provided with a clock
13a, a central processing unit (CPU) and a cache mem-
ory or the like temporarily storing data. An image taken
by the camera 12 is converted to electrical image data.
Time data comprising time information is then embedded
in the image data, whereupon record data is formed.
[0015] Other data may also be embedded in the record
data and include position information obtained from a
GPS system, a magnitude of impact obtained from an
impact sensor 17 and information about manual input
operation. The record data is delivered to the external
storage medium 15 in a time-series order according to
the time data.
[0016] The control circuit 13 further includes a time cor-
rection unit 13b which corrects the clock 13a based on
the standard time supplied from the receiving circuit 14
and a positioning unit 13c which forms latitude and lon-
gitude information based on a GPS radio wave supplied
from the receiving circuit 14. The control circuit 13 still
further includes a positioning correction unit 13d which
corrects the latitude and longitude information and a
record data control unit 13e which embeds time data and
positioning data comprising corrected latitude and longi-
tude information in the image data supplied from the re-
ceiving circuit 14, thereby delivering the formed record
data to the external storage medium 15.
[0017] The receiving circuit 14 includes a time signal
receiving circuit 14a, a position receiving circuit 14b and
an image receiving circuit 14c all of which have respective
antennas 14d, 14e and 14f. The time signal receiving
circuit 14a receives a long-wave standard time signal via
the antenna 14d, thereby delivering a standard time sig-
nal to the control circuit 13. The long-wave standard time
signal is the time delivered while being superposed on a
long-wave standard radio wave. The long-wave standard
radio wave is a wave transmitted at the frequency of 40
kHz or 60 kHz in Japan from the Standard Radio Wave
Transmitting Station 1. The long-wave standard radio
wave is also used for a radio wave clock.
[0018] The time correction unit 13b of the control circuit
13 automatically corrects the time of the clock 13a in
accordance with the standard time signal received peri-
odically. Furthermore, when an engine of the vehicle

starts and the surveillance device 10 starts, the time sig-
nal receiving circuit 14a also starting simultaneously re-
ceives a standard time signal. The time correction unit
13b automatically corrects the time of the clock 13a
based on the received standard time signal. Consequent-
ly, the difference between the time of the clock 13a and
the standard time can be rendered exceedingly small.
[0019] Furthermore, the time of the clock 13a is inde-
pendently corrected without depending upon a clock in-
corporated in a vehicle-mounted electronic device such
as a car-mounted computer or a car navigation system.
Accordingly, even when the surveillance device is mount-
ed on a car separately from a car navigation system, the
surveillance device 10 need not be synchronized with
the car navigation system. As a result, the surveillance
device 10 can easily be mounted on the car.
[0020] The time signal receiving circuit 14a receives
the long-wave standard radio wave in the embodiment.
Alternatively, the time signal receiving circuit 14a may
receive a radio wave on which a standard time code is
superposed.
[0021] For example, a GPS system measures a posi-
tion by radio waves reaching from a plurality of satellites.
In this GPS system, the GPS system time signal is su-
perposed on a GPS radio wave in order that control op-
erations of the plural satellites may be synchronized with
each other. This GPS radio wave may be used as the
time signal the receiving circuit 14a receives.
[0022] In FM multiplex broadcasting, system time data
is superposed on a subcarrier band in which data signal
is frequency-multiplexed. Accordingly, an FM broadcast
wave may be used as the radio wave to be received by
the time signal receiving circuit 14a. Since the aforesaid
system time data is synchronized with the time of an FM
broadcasting station which is adjusted to the Japan
Standard Time, the difference between the time of the
clock 13a and the standard time can be rendered ex-
ceedingly small.
[0023] Furthermore, the time receiving circuit 14a may
receive a radio wave containing a time code from a time
server which is used to synchronize systems of base sta-
tions of cell phones. Additionally, the surveillance device
10 may be provided with a circuit receiving a plurality of
radio waves on which time codes are superposed re-
spectively, as described above, so that the difference
based on radio wave reaching distances of a base station
from which a long-wave standard time signal is transmit-
ted and the surveillance device 10.
[0024] The position receiving circuit 14b receives via
the antenna 14e positioning radio wave transmitted from
GPS satellites, delivering the received positioning radio
wave to the control circuit 13. The positioning unit 13c of
the control circuit 13 generates latitude and longitude in-
formation from the positioning radio wave, delivering the
latitude and longitude information to the positioning cor-
rection unit 13d. The positioning correction unit 13d cor-
rects the latitude and longitude information delivered
thereto thereby to generate position data. The position
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data is delivered to the record data control unit 13e.
[0025] The image receiving circuit 14c receives by the
antenna 14f image data delivered from the antenna 23
of the camera 12 to decode the image data. The decoded
image data is delivered to the control circuit 13. The
record data control unit 13e embeds the time data and
the position data into the decoded image data, thereby
generating record data. The position data may or may
not be contained in the record data depending upon con-
figuration of the surveillance device 10.
[0026] The external storage medium 15 has a main
storage area on which the record data delivered from the
control circuit 13 is sequentially recorded and a substor-
age area on which a copy of record data is recorded upon
occurrence of traffic accident or manual operation.
[0027] For the purpose of recording record data on the
external storage medium 15, the record data control unit
13e of the control circuit 13 includes a record data clas-
sifying unit, a record data extracting unit and an automatic
folder creating unit. The record data classifying unit clas-
sifies record data in the order of time-series, based on
time data contained in the record data to be recorded on
the main storage area. The record data extracting unit
copies record data containing optional data such as im-
pact data or manual operation data from record data to
be input to the external storage medium 15 or record data
recorded in the main storage area thereby to extract the
record data. The automatic folder creating unit includes
an automatic main folder creating unit which automati-
cally creates at least one main folder used to record the
record data in the main storage area of the external re-
cording medium 15 and an automatic subfolder creating
unit which automatically creates at least one subfolder
to record the record data containing optional data in the
main storage area of the external recording medium 15.
Thus, the record data is recorded in the main folder in
the order of time-series, and the record data containing
the optional data generated in the case of detection of
changes by a sensor or the like is copied to be recorded
in the subfolder. As a result, the record data can be re-
trieved more easily.
[0028] The battery 16 is arranged so as to be instan-
taneously switched in response to instructions from the
control circuit 13 in the case where the power supply from
the vehicle body side is cut off, thereby supplying power
to the device body 11. Since the automotive battery is
used in conjunction with the secondary built-in battery
16, imaging is continued even when power supply from
the vehicle body side is cut off upon occurrence of traffic
accident or the like. Furthermore, imaging can be con-
tinued even during stopping of the vehicle since the ve-
hicle-loaded battery with a large capacity is normally
used as the power supply. Accordingly, the surveillance
device 10 can be used as a security camera to monitor
surroundings of the vehicle for a long period of time as
well as the drive recorder.
[0029] The impact sensor 17 comprises an accelera-
tion sensor which converts the movement of the device

body 11 to acceleration thereby to detect the accelera-
tion. When the detected acceleration exceeds a prede-
termined threshold, the impact sensor 17 delivers an im-
pact data indicative of the magnitude of the detected ac-
celeration to the control circuit 13. The impact data de-
livered to the control circuit 13 is embedded in the record
data containing the time data and the position data by
the record data control unit 13e. Since the record data
to be recorded on the main folder of the main storage
area is copied by the impact-data-embedded record data
extraction unit of the record data extraction unit, the
record data containing the impact data is formed into the
record data recorded in the main folder of the main stor-
age area and a copy of the record data. The copy of the
record data is sequentially recorded in a first subfolder
created in the substorage area by an automatic first sub-
folder creating unit of the record data control unit 13e.
The first subfolder is named in the order of the time when
the record data has been generated or copied. Accord-
ingly, the record data embedded with the impact data
can easily be retrieved.
[0030] Furthermore, since the record data embedded
with the impact data contains the time data and the po-
sition data, the record data recorded before and after the
record data embedded with the impact data recorded on
the first subfolder can be cited from the main folder. As
a result, the process leading to a traffic accident can be
browsed for a long period of time and accordingly, the
cause for the accident can easily be analyzed.
[0031] The input unit 18 includes a video-recording
switch, for example and realizes imaging by a manual
input operation. Since the input unit 18 also includes a
manual input sensor, information about manual opera-
tion is delivered to the control circuit 13 when the input
unit 18 has been manually operated. The control circuit
13 generates data of manual operation from the received
manual operation information. The manual operation da-
ta is embedded in the record data containing the time
data and the position data by the record control unit 13e.
Since the record data to be recorded in the main folder
of the main storage area is copied by a manual-operation-
data-embedded record data extraction unit of the record
data extraction unit 13e, the record data embedded with
manual operation data is formed into the record data re-
corded in the main folder of the main storage area and
a copy of the record data. The copy of the record data is
sequentially recorded in a second subfolder created in
the substorage area by a second automatic subfolder
creating unit of the record data control unit 13e. The sec-
ond subfolder is named in the order of the time when the
record data embedded with manual operation data has
been generated or copied. Accordingly, the record data
embedded with the manual operation data can easily be
retrieved.
[0032] An image taken through the lens 20 of the cam-
era 12 is electrically converted to image data by the im-
aging device 21 and further coded by the encoder 22,
being delivered from the antenna 23 toward the image
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receiving circuit 14c of the device body 11. The camera
12 is connected to the device body 11 by a wireless com-
munication line and powered independently of the device
body 11. Alternatively, the camera 12 may be powered
directly from the automotive battery or via a USB con-
nector provided as an input terminal in a car audio sys-
tem. Furthermore, the camera 12 may be powered from
the device body 11 when connected by wireline to the
device body 11.
[0033] FIGS. 2A to 2C and 3 show examples of instal-
lation of the camera 12 on the vehicle respectively.
[0034] As a first example, four cameras 12 are installed
so that the lenses 20 are directed in the front-rear direc-
tions and the right-left directions respectively as shown
in FIG. 2A. Channels of the four cameras 12 are set so
that interference is prevented. When the cameras 12 are
installed on a dashboard as shown in FIGS. 2B and 2C,
entire surroundings of the car including the outside and
the inside of the car can be imaged.
[0035] As another example, as shown in FIG. 3, a con-
vex mirror 25 with a spherical surface is mounted on the
ceiling of the car body 11. A single camera 12 is placed
opposite the convex mirror 25 so that optical axes of the
convex mirror 25 and the lens 20 are located on substan-
tially the same line as shown by an alternate long and
short dash line 26 in FIG. 3. In this case, the entire sur-
roundings of the car including the outside and the inside
of the car can be covered by a field angle of the lens 12
and an image reflected on the convex mirror 25. Although
the single camera 12 and the convex mirror 25 are used
in the installation example in FIG. 3, a plurality of sets of
the oppositely disposed camera 12 and convex mirror 25
may be installed in the car interior so that blind areas due
to doors, seats and the like are eliminated.
[0036] The vehicle-loaded surveillance device 10 con-
figured above will be used as follows. Upon completion
of connection, the surveillance device 10 is powered from
the automotive battery to be started. Upon start of the
surveillance device 10, the time of the clock 13a of the
control circuit 13 is corrected by the time correction unit
13b on the basis of the long-wave standard time signal
received by the time signal receiving circuit 14a. Alter-
natively, the standard time signal may be received and
the time of the clock 13a may be corrected when a switch
(not shown) provided on the surveillance device 10 is
turned on. Furthermore, the long-wave standard time sig-
nal is periodically received by the time signal receiving
circuit 14a for the purpose of automatic time correction
by the time correction unit 13b in addition to the afore-
mentioned time correction at the time of start of the sur-
veillance device 10. As a result, the difference between
the time of the clock 13a and the standard time can be
rendered exceedingly small.
[0037] Imaging by the camera 12 also starts concur-
rently with the above-described time correction. An im-
age taken through the lens 20 is electrically converted to
image data by the imaging device 21 and then coded by
the encoder 22 to be delivered through a wireless com-

munication line from the antenna 23 toward the image
receiving circuit 14c.
[0038] In the control circuit 13 of the device body 11,
time data is generated based on time information ob-
tained from the clock 13a. The position receiving circuit
14b receives positioning wave transmitted from GPS sat-
ellites, delivering the received positioning wave to the
control circuit 13. The positioning unit 13c of the control
circuit 13 generates latitude and longitude information
from the positioning wave, delivering the latitude and lon-
gitude information to the positioning correction unit 13d.
The positioning correction unit 13d corrects the received
latitude and longitude information, generating position
data. The time data and the position data thus generated
are embedded into the image data by the record data
control unit 13e thereby to be formed into record data.
[0039] On the other hand, as shown in FIG. 4, the main
folders are created in time series in the main storage area
of the external record medium 15 by the automatic folder
creating unit, and the first and second subfolders are cre-
ated in the substorage area of the external record medi-
um 15. A copy of record data containing impact data is
stored in the first subfolder, and a copy of record data
containing manual operation data is stored in the second
subfolder.
[0040] The main folders created in time series are fur-
ther created on monthly, weekly, day and hour bases into
a hierarchy state. The record data is automatically clas-
sified by the record data classification unit based on the
time data contained therein thereby to be stored into the
time-series folder to which the record data belongs. Since
the record data is automatically classified into the hier-
archical main folders, the record data can easily be re-
trieved later. Furthermore, the record data stored in the
respective main folders are organized in the order of time-
series. The original record data is stored in the main fold-
ers whereas the copy of the original record data is stored
in the subfolders. As a result, for example, record data
generated for several minutes before the record data em-
bedded with impact data can easily be taken out, where-
upon analysis of accident cause can easily be carried out.
[0041] When the main storage area of the external
record medium is completely filled with data, for example,
an oldest one of the folders created on a monthly basis
is overwritten. Thus, old record having less possibility of
retrieval can automatically be organized. Furthermore,
the record data stored in each main folder of the main
storage area contains, as basic information, the time data
and the position data. Accordingly, it can easily be con-
firmed when and/or where the record data was generated
or when and/or where the image was taken. The time
data and the position data are superimposed when the
record data is reproduced. As a result, necessary infor-
mation such as date and location of the imaging can be
confirmed while the reproduced image is being browsed.
Additionally, impact data or manual operation data both
embedded in the record data may be displayed together
with the reproduced image.
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[0042] The device body 11 has the impact sensor 17.
When the impact detected by the impact sensor 17 ex-
ceeds the predetermined threshold, impact data indica-
tive of the magnitude of the impact is delivered to the
control circuit 13 and then embedded in the record data
by the record data control unit 13e, whereby the record
data embedded with the impact data is generated. The
generated record data embedded with the impact data
is formed by the impact-data-embedded record data ex-
traction unit into the original and a duplicate copy. The
original data is stored in the main holder of the main stor-
age area in the order of time-series by the record data
classification unit of the record data control unit 13e. On
the other hand, the duplicate copy is stored in one of the
first subfolders formed in the substorage area. Thus, the
record data can easily be retrieved later since data of
time and location of impact due to sudden acceleration,
crash stop or collision accident is stored in the first sub-
folder of the substorage area together with impact data.
[0043] The device body 11 is provided with the input
unit 18 such as the recording switch. When the manual
operation has been effected by the input unit 18, the man-
ual input sensor of the input unit 18 delivers manual op-
eration data to the control circuit 13. The manual opera-
tion data is embedded into the record data by the record
data control unit 13e such that the record data containing
the manual operation data is generated. The generated
record data embedded with the manual operation data
is formed into the original and a duplicate copy by the
manual-operation-data-containing record data extrac-
tion unit. The original data is stored in the main holder of
the main storage area in the order of time-series by the
record data classification unit of the record data control
unit 13e. On the other hand, the duplicate copy is stored
in one of the second subfolders created in the substorage
area. Thus, the record data embedded with the manual
operation data is obtained when the manual operation is
carried out for recording during automatic recording of
the surveillance device 10. Since the record data embed-
ded with the manual operation data is stored in the sec-
ond subfolder, the record data can easily be retrieved
later.
[0044] A power source equipped on the vehicle in-
cludes two systems, that is, a normal automotive battery
and an alternator. The surveillance device 10 of the em-
bodiment is arranged so as to be powered directly by the
automotive battery. Accordingly, the surveillance device
10 can be operated even during non-operation of an au-
tomotive engine. For example, even in the occurrence of
hit-and-run accident during parking, a counterpart vehi-
cle can easily be specified by the surveillance device 10
which continues operation during the hit-and-run acci-
dent. Furthermore, for example, even when the surveil-
lance device 10 is dismounted to be powered off as the
result of unexpected occurrence such as traffic accident
or motor-vehicle theft, the surveillance device 10 is in-
stantaneously switched to the built-in battery 16. As a
result, the surveillance device 10 can continue imaging

while being powered by the battery 16.
[0045] According to the above-described surveillance
device 10, the clock 13a is provided for generating time
data to be embedded in the record data. The clock 13a
is automatically corrected by the time correction unit 13b
according to the long-wave standard time signal. Conse-
quently, the difference between the time of the clock 13a
and the standard time can be rendered exceedingly
small. Thus, since the accurate time is recorded even in
the occurrence of traffic accident or motor-vehicle theft,
the surveillance device 10 can provide compelling evi-
dence. Furthermore, since the position data is embedded
in the record data as basic information, a location of the
imaging at the time of the unexpected occurrence can
be specified. Additionally, the surveillance device 10 can
provide more detailed information during the imaging
when the impact data detected by the impact sensor 17
and/or the manual operation data in the imaging by man-
ual operation is embedded in the record data.
[0046] Although the surveillance device 10 is arranged
to receive the long-wave Japan Standard Time signal in
the foregoing embodiment, the embodiment should not
be limited to the long-wave Japan Standard Time signal.
The surveillance device 10 may be arranged to automat-
ically receive standard time signals transmitted on radio
waves defined by the respective states in the world so
that the clock 13a is automatically corrected.
[0047] A vehicle with an internal combustion engine
as drive source is now changing to a hybrid car equipped
with a combination of the internal combustion engine and
an electric motor and further to an electric car. A large
number of cars will be loaded with respective large-ca-
pacity batteries.
[0048] On the other hand, a hard disk drive provided
with a disk can easily achieve an increase in the capacity
but has a characteristic of low capacity. Accordingly, the
hard disk drive has a high possibility of breakage due to
accident or the like. However, an external storage medi-
um such as flash memory or solid state drive has no disk
and accordingly a high shockproof. Accordingly, an ex-
ternal storage medium with a large memory capacity is
now available. This recording medium is expected to
have a larger memory capacity.
[0049] Since power consumption of the vehicle-loaded
surveillance device 10 can be rendered smaller, the sur-
veillance device 10 can be operated for a longer period
of time even during parking when combined with a battery
with a large capacity. Accordingly, for example, even
when a hit-and-run accident occurs in a coin-operated
parking lot at night, there is a higher possibility that im-
ages of cars including subject’s car may have been taken
by the surveillance device 10.
[0050] Furthermore, when a collision accident occurs
at a street crossing, both parties sometimes give evidenc-
es conflicting with each other. In this case, however, anal-
ysis of the accident can easily be carried out when an
image recorded by a third party is presented as evidence.
[0051] Still furthermore, the vehicle-loaded surveil-
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lance device 10 which is recordable for a long period of
time can be used to supplement surveillance cameras
which are now becoming widespread in shopping malls
or shopping streets and residential streets.
[0052] Thus, when an area is monitored by a plurality
of surveillance cameras which are synchronized with
each other with respect to the information such as the
time, location and the like, a process leading to an acci-
dent or crime can easily be analyzed as well as moment
of accident or crime. Consequently, a technique for ef-
fectively preventing the accident or crime can readily be
developed.

Claims

1. A vehicle-mounted surveillance device which in-
cludes at least one camera (12) and a device body
(11) provided with a clock (13a), wherein an image
taken by the camera (12) is electrically converted
thereby to be formed into image data, and time data
is generated based on a time obtained by the clock
(13a) and then embedded in the image data so that
record data is generated and sequentially recorded
on an external recording medium (15), character-
ized by:

a time correction unit (13b) which is provided on
the device body (11) and includes a time receiv-
ing circuit (14a) which receives a radio wave em-
bedded with time information, the time correc-
tion unit (13b) automatically correcting the time
of the clock based on the periodically received
time information.

2. The device according to claim 1, wherein the radio
wave containing the time information is a long-wave
standard radio wave.

3. The device according to claim 1 or 2, wherein when
the device body (11) is powered on, the radio wave
embedded with time information is received by the
time receiving circuit (14a), and the time of the clock
(13a) is automatically corrected by the time correc-
tion unit (13b).

4. The device according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
wherein the device body (11) includes a record data
classification unit which classifies the record data,
based on the time data embedded in the record data
and an automatic folder forming unit which automat-
ically forms at least one main folder in a main storage
area formed in the external storage medium (15),
the record data automatically classified by the record
data classification unit based on the time data being
stored in the main folder.

5. The device according to claim 1, wherein the device

body (11) includes:

a positioning unit (13c) which has a GPS receiv-
ing circuit which receives GPS waves transmit-
ted from a plurality of GPS satellites respectively
and forms latitude and longitude information
based on the GPS waves received by the GPS
receiving circuit; and
a positioning correction unit (13d) which corrects
the latitude and longitude information formed by
the positioning unit (13c) thereby to form position
data which is embedded in the record data.

6. The device according to claim 1 or claim 5, wherein
when the image taken by the camera (12) is repro-
duced based on the record data, the time and/or the
latitude and longitude information is superimposed
on the reproduced image in accordance with the time
data and/or position data both embedded in the
record data.

7. The device according to claim 1, wherein the device
body (11) is mounted on a vehicle body and includes
an impact detection unit which has an impact sensor
(17) detecting an impact applied to the vehicle body
and forms impact data based on information about
the impact when the detected impact has exceeded
a predetermined threshold, and the formed impact
data is embedded in the record data.

8. The device according to claim 7, wherein the device
body (11) includes:

a data extraction unit which duplicates the
record data embedded with the impact data and
extracts the duplicate of the record data embed-
ded with the impact data; and
a first automatic subfolder forming unit which au-
tomatically forms at least one subfolder in a sub-
storage area formed in the external storage me-
dium, the record data extracted by the data ex-
traction unit being stored in the subfolder.

9. The device according to claim 1, wherein the device
body (11) includes an input unit which is operated
for manual operation of the camera (12) and a man-
ual operation detection unit having an input sensor
which detects the manual operation by the input unit
and forms manual operation data based on informa-
tion about the detected manual operation, the man-
ual operation data being embedded in the record da-
ta.

10. The device according to claim 9, wherein the device
body (11) includes:

a second data extraction unit which duplicates
the record data containing the manual operation
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data and extracts the duplicate of the record data
containing the manual operation data; and
a second automatic subfolder forming unit which
automatically forms at least one subfolder in a
substorage area formed in the external storage
medium, the record data extracted by the data
extraction unit being stored in the subfolder.

11. The device according to claim 1, wherein the device
body (11) is provided with a battery (16) to which the
device is switched immediately when power supplied
from the vehicle body side has been cut off.

12. The device according to claim 1, wherein the camera
(12) and the device body (11) are formed so as to
be separate from each other and connected to each
other by a wired or wireless electrical communication
line.

13. The device according to claim 1, wherein latest
record data is superimposed on oldest record data
based on the time data of the record data when the
external storage medium (15) is filled with data.

14. The device according to claim 1, wherein a plurality
of the cameras (12) is provided so as to image sur-
roundings outside and inside the vehicle.

15. The device according to claim 1, which further com-
prises a convex mirror (25) which is formed by cutting
off a part of spherical surface, wherein the lens (20)
and the convex mirror (25) are disposed oppositely
so as to have respective optical axes substantially
aligned with each other.
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